Using high resolution image for making city map by digital rectification is simple.But five control points can correct image deformation precisely and reliable are not easy particular making 1:500 scale street view map. Nowadays, RTK-GPS becomes the definitive mapping instrument to draw 1:1000 scale maps but get some shortages. That are, 1. Operators can't have an overall impression of the mapping place.
Operators can't have an overall impression of the mapping place.
2 Measuring points are separate so that the lines are not natural and smooth.
3. Data transmission may have 0.1% mistakes which waste time to check and are troublesome.
Given method comes as a substitute, which keeps all advantages and use RTK to definite the key points for drawing. Here are three examples for reference. The map size are extremely large and beyond the custom. (area; 60cm×70cm,80cm×180cm, 60cm×200cm) Which without any splices.
The interpolation for rectifying is surface splines which were originally developed for interpolation wing deflections of aircraft; Surface splines are a mathematical tool to interpolate a fuction of two variables. It is Base upon the small deflection equation of an infinite plate. The main adtvantages of the surface splines are that the coordinates of the known points needs not be located in a rectangular array and the function may be differentiated to find slopes. Photo-planimetric method.
Theory of five control points for rectifying digital image
It is known to all that the rectification for photographs needs five control points, for it will be difficult when control points are many the requirements for figure of the point's costs time and money.
But the more control points, the easier will be the mathematical process of digital rectification. As the Japen method which found nine control points to rectifying is still beyond the capability of field works. Besides, the theory of Japanese is linear and triangle method. That is simple and can't afford to draw 1:500 scale maps.
It is difficult for five control points to rectifying and ensuring the high accuracy, for the requirement of the Interpolation's analysis feature is very strict it should be a smooth surface.
The formula derivation goes as follows:
As we know that a linear spline is the 
In the equation (2), A, B are undetermined coefficients while P is point load. To continue the derivation that will set two hypothesis:
1 Deflection is symmetrical at the points with load.
2 The surface splines will be flat if far away from the applied loads.
The deflection of the whole splines is the and its rectified one.
Conclusion
As what here mention above the know-how of five control points rectifying digital image can be used easily, effectively and with high accurately. The image map size is extremely large and beyond the custom size while without splices is useful. Now for city using GIS-THE ROAD AHEAD and cadastre catalyst to growth can also use the state method to practice and with low cost.
